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LANGUAGE
KEY WORDS

Vocabulary trainer
Use our Key Words list to learn vocabulary from the 
current Business Spotlight. The definitions will help you 
understand the words — and build your vocabulary.

NOUNS AND NOUN PHRASES
chat show UK a TV programme where invited guests discuss one or more topics in an informal way Talkshow

cholesterol a substance that is found in the blood; a high level of cholesterol increases the risk of  
cardiovascular disease

Cholesterin

mannequin a life-sized model of a man or woman that is used to display clothes in a shop window Schaufensterpuppe

nightmare a horrible dream Albtraum

shop floor the area of a shop where goods are sold Verkaufsfläche

shoplifting the stealing of goods from a shop Ladendiebstahl 
sodium a chemical element whose symbol is Na Natrium

VERBS
cluster sth. to put an assortment of individual things together in a group or category etw. (in einer Gruppe) zusammenfassen

flavour sth. to add spices to something etw. würzen

get sb. sth. to go away and then bring someone something back, such as a drink jmdm. etw. holen

give sth. away to give someone something free of charge etw. verschenken

punch sb. to hit someone with one’s fist, particularly in the face jmdm. einen Faustschlag versetzen

struggle with sth. to have difficulties doing something sich mit etw. schwer tun

work against sb. to have a negative impact on someone sich negativ für jmdn. auswirken

ADJECTIVES AND ADVERBS
myriad in extremely high number unzählig

overweight above a weight thought to be normal or desirable übergewichtig

pioneering new and innovative; important for the future bahnbrechend

rechargeable capable of being charged again, such as a battery wiederaufladbar

refreshingly in a pleasant way wohltuend

selfless thinking more about other people’s needs than one’s own selbstlos, uneigennützig

subtly in an indirect and not obvious way auf subtile Weise, unmerklich

IDIOMS AND EXPRESSIONS
a whole world of sth. a great number or variety of something eine Vielzahl von etw.

blend into the back-
ground

to stay out of the spotlight with one’s opinions and actions sich unauffällig im Hintergrund halten

get one’s point across to succeed in getting others to understand one’s argument or opinion seine Meinung rüberbringen

have a field day to have fun, particularly at the expense of other people einen Heidenspaß (auf Kosten anderer) 
haben

hold on a minute (an expression used to interrupt people) warte(n Sie) mal

poke one’s nose into 
sb.’s business

to interfere in someone else’s affairs seine Nase in jmds. Angelegenheiten 
stecken

sing off-key to sing badly and out of tune falsch singen

turn one’s back on sb. to end contact with someone or to ignore them sich von jmdm. abwenden


